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ike a jewel, Monnet Cognac first sets itself apart by its glow and 
brightness. Like a jewel, it has been polished to perfection by the 
work of time and men. It is the result of a secular tradition, enriched 
through the years by the generations of cellar masters who relayed 

each other and passed on all the secrets of quality since 1838. They all 
had the same dream: make Monnet a great signature of Cognac and 
turn the tasting of a Monnet Cognac into a bright moment of refinement 
and pleasure. 
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ince its founding in 1838, Monnet has been one of the historical 
signatures of Cognac. It lived through its glory and peril, its 
History and the small events that made Cognac an outstanding 
product. Its leaders were often innovators, true visionaries. Such 

was the case of its founder, Jean-Gabriel Monnet, who quickly developed 
his company and built revolutionary cellars in Cognac. So was his son, 
Jean Monnet, who was also one of the founding father of the European 
Union. His openness to the world was a family legacy. Cognac is a bright 
way of bringing together the peoples by celebrating a certain “art de 
vivre”.

At the heart of Monnet cognac is the devotion to transmit traditions, 
but also the will to innovate, to push boundaries and to go further and 
further in quality. 

Jean Monnet, one founders of  
European Union.
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t Monnet, tradition is not a fixed law. It moves and improves 
constantly throughout experiences and research. Today, 
Monnet Cognac mainly owes its quality to an innovative 
parcellary approach in which the cellar master seeks the 

perfect terroir combination. The glow and richness of a Monnet 
Cognac lies on the complementarity of the eaux-de-vie used in the 
blend.

Cognacs from sandy soils bring fruit and vivacity while those 
from clayey and chalky soils bring more structure. This is how 
a harmonious Cognac is made, as would a fragrance be, well 
balanced, with wood never preventing the floral and fruity notes 
of vine to express themselves. 
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istillation is an art as much as it is a science. If it has chemical 
fundamentals, it is above all the result of experience and a 
true “savoir-faire”. Each distiller has his own way of working 
the traditional double distillation used to make Cognac.

At Monnet, distillation is meant to make cognacs of great 
smoothness, with a sparkling gold color and pronounced floral 
hints. This beautiful aromatic quality and perfect concentration 
are only achievable through distilling on the lees. This technique, 
although more challenging, offers cognacs of better smoothness 
and subtleness, perfectly apt to aging. 
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good Cognac always ages in an oak cask, but at Monnet, we 
pay close attention to the wood the cask is made of. It must 
never hide the original aromas of Cognac. On the contrary, 
it is meant to accompany them, sublimate them and merge 

with them. Oak is the ideal shell that will, after long years of aging, 
reveal all the qualities of the eau-de-vie. Whether the oak is young 
or old, whether the cask is new or used, it is a subtle case for soon 
to be eaux-de-vie and must always bring a touch of delicacy. Each 
cask is chosen according to its affinity with the eau-de-vie it will 
contain and reveal throughout the years.
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s every great ambition, Cognac is above all a work of 
patience. It goes beyond human scale as it sometimes 
takes several generations to reach its fullness. At Monnet 
the cellar master’s role is to look after each eau de vie so it 

gives the best of itself through the aging process.

Blending offers infinite possibilities of aromatic harmony but it is 
solely the outcome of a long quest for quality throughout aging. 
It is that path toward Cognac the cellar master must walk along, 
alternately becoming a creator, a technician and an alchemist.
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lthough the salamander is a real animal, it is also a 
mythological creature which was allegedly capable of 
withstanding flames. In many cultures, it represents the 
myth of immortality, mastering fire and time. King Francis 

1st, who was born in Cognac, chose the salamander as a symbol, 
which is why one will find it abundantly represented at Chambord 
Castle alongside the motto “Nutrisco et Extinguo” (I feed on fire and 
extinguish fire).

Monnet made it its emblem since its creation almost two centuries 
ago as the salamander perfectly embodies its values: the power 
to last and the one to create, the sacred fire and the consistency. 
The salamander symbolises Monnet’s dedication to offer warm, 
smooth yet powerful cognacs, aged until they fully thrive. It also 
embodies a certain point of view of the Cognac business, made of 
audacity and creation.
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he art of Cognac consists in assembling the finest aromas of 
vine, revealing them through vinification, transcending 
them through distillation and harmonizing them through 
aging and assembling. A good Cognac starts with a 

sustainable management of the vine and its environment, which is 
why Monnet uses cutting-edge rational management techniques 
on Cognac vineyard. The spirit of sharing doesn’t stop with tasting 
a good glass of Cognac, it also lives through the respect of our 
common good: nature. This makes each grape the promise of a 
sun-kissed flavored Cognac, a fruit full of sap, rich from the vigor 
of a healthy soil.
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here is a Monnet style: “sunny” Cognacs, warm, with strong 
floral and fruity notes. Monnet Cognac is first enjoyed 
through one’s eyes, it sets itself apart through its remarkable 
brightness and the unctuosity of its texture.

To the nose, the aromatic bouquet is subtle, slowly releasing 
beautifully sweet floral notes. In the mouth, a surprising richness 
and a beautiful balance are revealed. Tanins and woody notes 
do not mask the original grape ones, they complete and merge 
with them. This specific style was captured by famous illustrator 
Cappiello in his renowned “Sunshine in a glass” poster, completed 
for Monnet in the 1920s. This poster gave the brand an aura it still 
carries nowadays. 

Poster by Leonetto Cappiello - 1927


